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Growth and decay of localized disturbances on a surfactant-coated spreading film

Benjamin J. Fischer and Sandra M. Troian*
Department of Chemical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544-5263

~Received 8 March 2002; published 31 January 2003!

If the surface of a quiescent thin liquid film is suddenly coated by a patch of surface active material like a
surfactant monolayer, the film is set in motion and begins spreading. An insoluble surfactant will rapidly
attempt to coat the entire surface of the film thereby minimizing the liquid’s surface tension. The shear stress
that develops during the spreading process produces a maximum in surface velocity in the region where the
moving film meets the quiescent layer. This region is characterized by a shock front with large interfacial
curvature and a corresponding local buildup of surfactant which creates a spike in the concentration gradient.
In this paper, we investigate the sensitivity of this region to infinitesimal disturbances. Accordingly, we
introduce a measure of disturbance amplification and transient growth analogous to a kinetic energy that
couples variations in film thickness to the surfactant concentration. These variables undergo significant ampli-
fication during the brief period in which they are convected past the downstream tip of the monolayer, where
the variation in concentration gradient and surface curvature are largest. Once they migrate past this sensitive
area, the perturbations weaken considerably and the system approaches a stable configuration. It appears that
the localized disturbances of the type we consider here, cannot sustain asymptotic instability. Nonetheless, our
study of the dynamics leading to the large transient growth clearly illustrates how the coupling of Marangoni
and capillary forces work in unison to stabilize the spreading process against localized perturbations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.016309 PACS number~s!: 47.20.Ma, 68.03.Cd, 68.15.1e, 47.85.Np
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental studies have shown that the spontane
spreading of a surfactant monolayer on a thin liquid fi
produces dendriticlike corrugations in the film thickne
@1–7#. In situations where the spreading front is clearly v
ible, the dendritic patterns appear to form in the wake of
moving front. Plane projections of the fingered contours h
been measured@8# to have a fractal dimensionDF;1.7. Cu-
riously, this is the same fractal dimension measured in pla
systems like viscous fingering in porous media or diffus
limited aggregation, both of which are governed by a tim
dependent diffusion equation. The mathematical relation
tween the equations governing these systems and the su
tant spreading problem, however, is not yet well understo
For example, the monolayer spreading problem is descr
by a coupled set of equations containing nonlinear diffus
terms~due to Marangoni convection! as well as higher orde
terms due to capillary forces, terms absent in the classic
gering equations. Despite these differences, the patt
formed assume shapes and fractal dimensions identica
those formed in strictly Laplacian-driven systems.

A time dependent model can describe the evolution of
film height and surfactant concentration containing M
rangoni, capillary, and surface diffusion forces@9#. Because
the constructed base states are fully time and space de
dent, one must employ a fully transient analysis since
conclusions about the ‘‘stability’’ of the system to infinites
mal disturbances are only meaningful when compared to
evolution of the base state. In addition, the spatial dep
dence of the base-state film thicknessho and surface surfac
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tant concentrationGo gives rise to non-normal disturbanc
operators. As such, a conventional modal analysis of
system strictly captures only the asymptotic behavior of
spreading film ast→`. This type of analysis might over
look significant transient excitations as first discussed by
annou and Farrell@10,11# in the context of baroclinic insta
bilities. In this paper, we therefore present a lineariz
disturbance analysis of a thin liquid film driven to spread
Marangoni, capillary, and surface diffusion effects and foc
on the transient behavior of disturbances localized at
leading edge.

In previous work@12–14#, we quantified the level of dis-
turbance amplification by introducing two energy norms, o
associated with the perturbed film thicknessH̃ and the other

with the surfactant concentration,G̃. Both the optimal per-
turbations and the growth rate associated with disturban
in the transverse direction were computed. Similar behav
was reported whether the disturbances in the two varia
were applied inphase or out of phase. In this paper, we
sume this analysis but introduce instead a single energy n
directly related to the production of kinetic energy in th
system. This single norm more easily identifies two key ch
acteristics of the flow that dominate the large transient
sponse, namely, the development of significant film cur
ture and the spike in the concentration gradient that deve
at the advancing front of the spreading monolayer, where
base-state velocity is largest.

II. TRANSIENT GROWTH ANALYSIS

A. Problem formulation

1. Base-state equations

We first consider the one-dimensional spreading of an
soluble surfactant monolayer in the absence of disturban
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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In Fig. 1 is shown a schematic diagram of the physical s
tem. Utilizing the lubrication approximation and a line
equation of state relating surface tension to the surfac
surface concentration, the dimensionless evolution equat
for the base-state film thicknessHo and surface surfactan
concentrationGo in the limit of negligible Bond number
assume the form@9,13#

Hot5
1

2
~Ho

2Gox!x2
C
3

~Ho
3Hoxxx!x , ~1!

Got5~GoHoGox!x2
C
2

~GoHo
2Hoxxx!x1

1

Pes
Goxx . ~2!

All subscriptst and x represent partial differentiation with
respect to time or space. The dimensionless groupC and the
modified surface Peclet number Pes , are defined byC
[«2sm* /P* and Pes[(U* Lo* )/Ds* 5(P* Ho* )/m* Ds* ,
where«[Ho* /Lo* . Ho* represents the initial undisturbed film
thickness,Lo* the initial extent of the monolayer, andDs* the
surface diffusion coefficient of the surfactant on the liqu
The fluid is characterized by the viscositym* and density
r* . The parameterC is related to the usual capillary numb
Ca5m* U* /sm* through the relationC5«3/Ca. The maximal
spreading pressure is defined byP* 5so* 2sm* , whereso* is
the surface tension of the clean liquid layer andsm* the initial
surface tension of the monolayer coated film. The charac

FIG. 1. The initial state of the Marangoni-driven spreading s
tem. The liquid layer has a viscositym* , densityr* , and an initial
uniform thicknessHo* . Initially, the surfactant monolayer extends
distanceLo* with a surface tensionsm* and surface concentratio
Gm* . The uncontaminated liquid surface has a surface tensio
so* , therefore, the maximum spreading pressure isP* 5so*
2sm* .
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istic spreading velocity, dominated by Marangoni stresses
denoted byU* 5«P* /m* . This velocity is typically orders
of magnitude faster than the velocity induced by surface
fusion, as characterized by the surface diffusion coeffici
Ds* . For large Peclet numbers, the term proportional
(Pes)

21 can be omitted altogether. The dimensionless time
scaled on the Maragoni velocity and the initial extent of t
monolayer according toLo* /U* 5m* Lo*

2/Ho* P* .
These equations are rescaled by introducing a self-sim

variable@9# j5x/L(t), which tracks the temporal evolutio
of the leading edge of the monolayer,L(t):

Ho~x,t!5ho~j,t! and Go~x,t!5
go~j,t!

L~t!
. ~3!

The additional factor ofL(t) that appears in the denominato
of Go(x,t) is the result of imposing a finite mass of surfa
tant for surface distribution. The rate at which a monolay
advances over a liquid film depends on the geometry
spreading~rectilinear vs cylindrical! and whether the mas
distributed from the surfactant reservoir is a constant or ti
dependent. A constant mass in rectilinear geometry produ
an advancing monolayer front that grows in time as@9,15#
L(t)5t1/3. These variable transformations reduce Eqs.~1!
and ~2! to

thot5
1

3
jhoj1

1

2
~ho

2goj!j2
C

3t1/3
~ho

3hojjj!j , ~4!

tgot5
1

3
~jgo!j1~gohogoj!j2

C
2t1/3

~goho
2hojjj!j

1
t1/3

Pes
gojj . ~5!

Equations~4! and ~5! are solved subject to the following
boundary conditions:

hoj~0,t!50, hojjj~0,t!50, and goj~0,t!50, ~6!

ho~`,t!51, hoj~`,t!50, and go~`,t!50. ~7!

The condition~6! enforces symmetry and no-flux about th
origin, while Eq.~7! enforces a quiescent and surfactant-fr
liquid film far downstream of the spreading monolayer.

The initial conditions (t51) chosen for this study corre
spond to an initially flat liquid film coated with a monolaye
of insoluble surfactant of extent 2Lo* centered about the ori
gin. The surfactant concentration is relatively flat a
smoothly decays to zero near the pointjo . These two con-
ditions are given by

h0~j,1!51

and

go~j,1!5go
max$12tanh@A~j2jo!#%. ~8!
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In this study, we held fixed the following parameter value
go

max50.5, A510 andjo50.5. Figure 2 showsho and go
for times of 1.0<t<8.0 when Pes55000 andC51025.

2. Linearized disturbance equations

In order to examine the stability of this system, perturb
tions are applied to both the height profile and surfact
surface concentration. Consequently, the total height
concentration profiles are

htot5Ho1dH̃ and G tot5Go1dG̃, ~9!

whered is a small parameter. The evolution of infinitesim
two-dimensional disturbances, is governed by the pair of
earized equations@13#

H̃t5
1

2
~Ho

2G̃x12HoGoxH̃ !x1
1

2
Ho

2G̃zz2
C
3

@~Ho
3H̃xxx

13Ho
2HoxxxH̃ !x1~Ho

3!xH̃xzz12Ho
3H̃xxzz1Ho

3H̃zzzz#,

~10!

FIG. 2. Solutions for the base-state~a! film thicknessho and~b!
surface surfactant concentrationgo for times ranging from 1.0<t
<8.0 with Pes55000 andC51025.
01630
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G̃t5~GoGoxH̃1HoGoxG̃1GoHoG̃x!x1GoHoG̃zz

2
C
2

@~GoHo
2H̃xxx12GoHoHoxxxH̃1Ho

2HoxxxG̃ !x

2~GoHo
2!xH̃xzz12GoHo

2H̃xxzz1GoHo
2H̃zzzz#

1
1

Pes
~ G̃xx1G̃zz!, ~11!

wherex denotes the streamwise coordinate andz the trans-
verse coordinate. These dimensionless variables are sc
on the initial coverage lengthLo* . All disturbance variables
are denoted by a tilde sign. Since each of the coefficient
this pair of equations depends only on the streamwise
not the transverse coordinate, the disturbance quantities
be Fourier decomposed according to

~H̃,G̃ !~x,z,t!5~C,F!~x,t!eiKz, ~12!

whereK defines the dimensionless transverse wave num
of the associated disturbance. The Fourier amplitudesC and
F can be rescaled to self-similar form as were the base st
previously, according to

C~x,t!5c~j,t! and F~x,t!5
f~j,t!

t1/3
. ~13!

These transformations rescale Eqs.~10! and~11! to the form

tct5
1

3
jcj1

1

2
~ho

2fj12hogojc!j2
~Kt1/3!2

2
ho

2f

2
C

3t1/3
$~ho

3cjjj13ho
2hojjjc!j2~Kt1/3!2@~ho

3!jcj

12ho
3cjj#1~Kt1/3!4ho

3c%, ~14!

tft5
1

3
~jf!j1~gogojc1hogojf1hogofj!j

2~Kt1/3!2hogof2
C

2t1/3
$~goho

2cjjj12gohohojjjc

1ho
2hojjjf!j2~Kt1/3!2@~goho

2!jcj12goho
2cjj#

1~Kt1/3!4goho
2c%1

t1/3

Pes
@fjj2~Kt1/3!2f#. ~15!

The boundary conditions for the disturbance equations
given by

cj~0,t!50, cjjj~0,t!50, and fj~0,t!50, ~16!
9-3
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B. J. FISCHER AND S. M. TROIAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016309 ~2003!
c~`,t!50, cj~`,t!50, and f~`,t!50. ~17!

The same type of symmetry and decay boundary condit
applied to the base states are also applied to the disturb
functions.

The initial disturbances are Gaussian distributed about
point j5js . This location can be positioned in front o
behind, or at the monolayer front. The disturbances are
scribed by

c~j,1!5f~j,1!5e2B(j2js)
2
. ~18!

The amplitude coefficients forc(j,1) andf(j,1) were cho-
sen to be one since Eqs.~14! and~15! are already linearized
In this study, we held fixed the parameter valueB550.

According to Eq.~9!, G tot may assume a negative valu
far downstream whereGo50. The relevant variable in this
system is the surface tension which is related to the con
tration through the equation of states512G. Therefore, a
negative concentration simply implies that the surface t
sion far downstream has been positively perturbed. T
could be caused by external perturbations such as a l
decrease in temperature or other surface heterogenities i
liquid film.

B. Quantifiers of transient amplification

Quantification of the growth or decay of a disturban
must be carefully monitored when applied to a time dep
dent base state. A convenient measure is the relative kin
energy contained in the disturbance,Ed(t), to that contained
in the reference base state,Eb(t) at time t. This relative
energy is normalized by the initial~relative! input energy at
time to , which defines the amplification factorG according
to

G5F Ed~t!

Ed~to!G Y F Eb~t!

Eb~to!G . ~19!

The amplification ratioG describes how the relative inpu
energy intensifies or dissipates in time.

This measure of amplification or decay can be used
identify the ‘‘momentary stability’’ of the spreading syste
@16# by considering the normalized rate of growth of distu
bances given by

V[
1

G

dG

dt
. ~20!

The system displays momentary stability ifV,0 and mo-
mentary instability if V.0. Systems for whichV ap-
proaches a negative value att→` are asymptotically stable

In previous work, we considered two separate measu
of mechanical energy, each associated with the disturba
functionsc(j,t) andf(j,t) @13#. The solutions forc and
f were simultaneously solved from Eqs.~14! and ~15! and
used to define the mechanical energies associated with
base and disturbance states
01630
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Eq[
1

2E0

`

q2~j,t!dj, where q5c,f,ho ,go . ~21!

There are two disadvantages to this approach. The en
defined in this way is not a kinetic energyper sebut just a
measure of the amplitude squares of the relevant functio
Second, the definitions introduce two separate amplifica
ratios and therefore two growth rates, one associated w
variations in film thickness and the other with variations
the surfactant concentration. This separation of terms ma
it difficult to trace the overall response of the system to
applied perturbation. Because the film thickness and sur
tant concentration are coupled variables that both determ
the spreading velocity, it is physically more appealing to co
sider a single measure of amplification and growth ass
ated with the actual kinetic energy contained in the flow. T
type of energy probe also provides a more direct mean
isolating the factors responsible for large transient growth
discussed in Sec. III. We therefore introduce the followi
quantifier of amplification, namely:

Eb[
1

2lE0

lE
0

`

u^vo&u2~j,t!djdz,

Ed[
1

2lE0

lE
0

`

u^ṽ&u2~j,t!djdz. ~22!

The subscripts ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘ d’’ denote the base state and di
turbance, respectively, and the dimensionless, transverse
turbance wavelength is denoted byl52p/K. The kinetic
energy per unit wavelength in the transverse direction,Ej ,
contained in the flow is found by averaging the veloc
squared over the film thickness~i.e., ^•&). The magnitude of
the base-state velocity is denoted byu^vo&u and that of the
disturbance velocity byu^ṽ&u. The components of the heigh
averaged base-state velocity in the streamwise and transv
directions are given by

^uo&52
1

2t2/3
hogoj1

C
3t

ho
2hojjj ,

^wo&50, ~23!

respectively, while those of the averaged disturbance vel
ties are given by

^ũ&5F2
1

2t2/3
~hofj1gojc!1

C
3t

ho~hocjjj12hojjjc

2t2/3K2hocj!GeiKz,

^w̃&5F2
1

2t1/3
Khof1

C
3t2/3

Kho
2~cjj2t2/3K2c!G ieiKz.

~24!
9-4
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GROWTH AND DECAY OF LOCALIZED DISTURBANCES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016309 ~2003!
As time advances, the base-state height and concentr
profiles approach self-similar profiles inj @9#. Therefore, at
long times, the dominant time-dependence in Eq.~23! comes
from the explicit t dependence. At late times,uo will be
dominated by the first term in Eq.~23! sincet22/3 decreases
slower thant21 andC is a small number. Consequently, th
base-state energy should decrease with at24/3 dependence
Although not shown, this result was numerically confirme

Therefore, in order to observe an unstable system,
disturbance energy will have to decrease slower than at24/3

dependence. Since, we expect the system energy to follo
power-law behavior in time, it will be useful to plot th
amplification factor-time data on a log-log plot. Similarl
the growth rate should be compared with 1/t.

C. Numerical procedure

The four equations~4!, ~5!, ~14!, and ~15! were simulta-
neously solved by the method of lines@17#, which imple-
ments second-order centered differences for the spatial
rivatives and a fully implicit Gear’s method for the tim
integration@18#. At the start of each simulation, the dime
sionless parametersC, Pes , and K were specified. In this
work, we held fixed the value ofC at 1025 ~which gives
prominence to Marangoni stresses! and used two values o
the Peclet number, namely, 100 and 5000@19#. More impor-
tantly, we varied the position of the initial disturbance,
initial shape~including the height and surfactant distrib
tion!, and the disturbance wave number. Depending on
initial location of the disturbances, the number of grid poin
used in the computations varied between 301 and 751.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Numerical results

1. Disturbances localized at the monolayer edge

The initial surfactant distributiongo tails off at jo50.5
and completely vanishes aroundj50.8 @see Fig. 2~b!# ac-
cording to Eq.~8!. When disturbances are applied near t
base of the concentration decay point, atjs50.7, the system
undergoes maximum amplification for the lowest wave nu
bers, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The overall maximum occurs fo
K50; the larger the disturbance wave number, the sma
the amplification obtained. The modesKÞ0 exhibit a short
period of amplification fort,1.3 but rapidly decay to zero
As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the growth rate for each mode,V, is
positive over an even smaller interval of time 1.0,t,1.2.
The K510 mode is somewhat different in that it displays
second small growth spurt aboutt51.2 before decaying to
zero like the rest. Each mode displays a momentary stab
ing response when the disturbance is first applied. We in
pret this to be the system’s attempt to induce Marang
flows in the transverse direction that momentarily weak
the streamwise flow. However, the system overshoots
response and causes a slightly enhanced streamwise
which leads to the global maximum inV shown for each
curve. Eventually, of course, because the mass of surfac
01630
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distributed is finite, the overall driving force for spreadin
continually decreases and the perturbations dampen and
ish ast→`.

2. Disturbance localized far downstream

When the initial disturbance is applied atjs52.0, much
further in front of the concentration decay point, more su
stantial amplification is achieved as shown in Fig. 4~a!. The
disturbance amplification occurs at later timest.2.0, since
the spreading front must advance close tojs52.0 to sense
the disturbance. Not only are the amplitudes an order
magnitude larger than the first case discussed above, bu
‘‘interaction times’’ also last much longer. This behavior ca
be traced to the fact that the speed of the advancing f
decays in time asdL/dt;t22/3. The disturbance, therefore
has a longer residence time in the area of the shocklike f
that develops at the surfactant leading edge~typical profiles
of the liquid film at three different times are shown in Fig. 2!.
Also, when a disturbance was applied at the base of
concentration decay point, theK50 mode underwent the
largest overall amplification. In contrast, placing the dist

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the~a! amplification ratio and~b!
normalized rate of energy growth forjs50.7 and disturbance wave
numbers in the range 0<K<25. Other parameter values are spe
fied in the text.
9-5
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B. J. FISCHER AND S. M. TROIAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016309 ~2003!
bance further ahead of this point and allowing the film p
file time to develop a significant shocklike front, switches t
maximum amplification amplitude to the modeK510, with
K55, 0, and 25 undergoing progressively smaller intens
cation, in that order. The largest wave number tried,K
525, shows insignificant perturbation enhancement but
plays the largest overall growth rate as shown in Fig. 4~b!.
Another interesting difference related to disturbance local
tion further ahead of the initial surfactant distribution li
with the time of onset of amplification. If the front is allowe
time to evolve before merging with the perturbation, all wa
numbers are excited and reach their peak at approxima
the same time, in contrast to the first case discussed in Fi
in which the smaller wave numbers take longer to assu
their maximum value. The growth rate curves forjs52.0
shown in Fig. 4~b! are similar to those shown previously fo
js50.7 except for the delayed response corresponding to
time required for the spreading front to meet the appl
disturbance.

3. Disturbances localized upstream of the monolayer edge

When the disturbancesf and c are applied well inside
the initial surfactant distribution, for example, atjs50.4,

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the~a! amplification ratio and~b!
normalized rate of energy growth forjs52.0 and disturbance wav
numbers in the range 0<K<25. Other parameter values are spe
fied in the text.
01630
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there is no transient amplification or growth. Figure 5~a!
shows that for all modes exceptK50, the amplification rap-
idly decays from unity to zero. Although theK50 mode also
shows little if any amplitude intensification, it does require
much longer time to decay to zero. The growth rate cur
corresponding to this system are depicted in Fig. 5~b!. Unlike
the two previous simulations, there is no sudden stabiliz
response as the disturbances are first applied to the sprea
film. This is likely due to the fact that the disturbances a
applied well inside the initial surfactant monolayer where t
film profile is still rather flat and uniform.

In Table I, the position of the applied disturbance is list
along with the mode undergoing the largest overall amp
cation. For disturbances initially located within the regio
coated by surfactant or close to the point where the ini
surfactant concentration decays to zero (jo'0.5), the K
50 mode exhibits the largest amplification and growth ra
If the initial disturbances are applied well beyond the surf
tant concentration decay point, theK510 mode exhibits the
largest amplification ratio and growth rate. We did not inve
tigate the amplification ratios for smaller increments in wa
number but the choiceK511, for example, gave an ampl
fication ratio profile similar to theK510 mode for js
51.5, 1.7, and 2.0. Also, when decreasing Pes to 500, the

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the~a! amplification ratio and~b!
normalized rate of energy growth forjs50.4 and disturbance wave
numbers in the range 0<K<25. Other parameter values are spe
fied in the text.
9-6
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GROWTH AND DECAY OF LOCALIZED DISTURBANCES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016309 ~2003!
optimally growing mode shifted to the valueK57 for js
52.0. It appears that there is some sort of preferred wa
length for maximal transient growth depending on the po
tion of the initial disturbance and how well developed is t
profile of the advancing shock in film thickness and surf
tant concentration. Because Pes5(P* Ho* )/m* Ds* , it is
trivial to alter the magnitude of the parameter with vario
experimental conditions. Using dip-coating or spin-coat
methods, a known thickness of liquid can be deposited o
substrate thereby alteringHo* . Similarly, with different com-
binations of liquids and surfactants, the values ofP* , m* ,
andDs* can be modified to attain a desired Pes . These trials
can be attempted with manually applied disturbances at v
ous locations by contacting a surfactant-coated wire to
surface of the liquid. Therefore, we can conceive of exp
ments that alter Pes and the initial disturbance location, whil
measuring the resulting finger wavelength.

B. Enhancement of a localized disturbance

A comparison of the disturbance functions,c(j,t) and
f(j,t) for K510 shown in Fig. 6, with the base state pr
files, ho , go , andgoj , shown in Figs. 2 and 7, confirms tha
the largest transient response occurs when the disturba
are momentarily centered about the point where the sur
tant concentration decays to zero. For the particular sim
tions shown, this occurs atj51.5 for t52.6. At this same
location, the steep front of the advancing shock inho under-
goes an inflection in the slope. More importantly, the ove
base state surface velocity achieves a maximum. Exam
tion of the evolution of the gradient in the base-state surf
tant concentration,goj , as seen in Fig. 7~a!, indicates a
strong kink at the local minimum forj51.5. The quantity
gojj suffers the largest change at this location. This kink
also reflected in the plot of the base-state surface velo
shown in Fig. 7~b!, where the velocity has been decompos
into the two main components of the flow, namely, the M
rangoni and capillary contributions. The Marangoni con
bution experiences a slight enhancement atj51.5 which is
directly counteracted by the negative capillary velocity.
fact, the larger Pes and the smallerC, the stronger the re

TABLE I. Wave numbers corresponding to the applied dist
bance yielding the largest amplification ratio. All relevant para
eters are held fixed except the location of the peak of the Gaus
distributed perturbation which varies between 0.0<js<2.0. The
relevant parameter values are go

max50.5, A510, jo50.5, B550,
Pes55000, andC51025. Parameter definitions can be found
Sec. II C.

js50.0 Kmax50.0

0.4 0
0.7 0
1.0 0
1.5 10
1.7 10
2.0 10
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sponse and counter-response. We discuss below the im
tance of this sharp variation and increase ingoj .

As time evolves tot58.0, the disturbances adve
through the advancing shock region and fall behind the le
ing edge. A comparison of Fig. 2~a!, Fig. 6~a!, and Fig. 7
shows that the disturbances are now localized in the lin
portion of the height profile where the concentration gradi
is a constant. Once the disturbances fall behind the sh
region in the base state, the amplitudes sharply decay an
momentary amplification is minimal. This trend continu
until the amplitude decays to zero.

Our studies also confirm that as the wave number of
disturbances is increased beyondK510, the lifetime of the
applied perturbations rapidly decreases. ForK525, the am-
plitudes vanish before the disturbances have migrated to
linear portion of the base-state thickness profile. In additi
the oscillation seen previously inc for the caseK510 com-
pletely disappears and instead a single peak appears cen
at the point of maximum surface velocity. In the other lim
whereK50, the disturbances undergo significant amplific
tion, as previously shown in Fig. 4. Interestingly, these d
turbancesc andf assume almost identical shape to the
spective base-state functionshoj andgoj . It was not possible

-
-
an

FIG. 6. Solutions for the disturbances in~a! thicknessc and~b!
surfactant concentrationf for times ranging from 1.0<t<8.0 with
K510 andjs52.0. The amplitude of the functionc(j,t51) in ~a!
is too small to be visible on the scale shown.
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B. J. FISCHER AND S. M. TROIAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016309 ~2003!
to derive this observation analytically from Eqs.~14! and
~15!.

These observations seem to suggest that disturba
which migrate and localize to the point of maximal surfa
velocity in the spreading film undergo significant amplific
tion while ‘‘riding the wave’’ shown in Fig. 2~a!. Once the
perturbation falls behind the rapidly moving front, its amp
tude continually decreases until it vanishes altogether.
exact point of maximum disturbance intensification alwa
coincides with the point where the profile of the base-st
surfactant concentration vanishes to zero.

C. Effect of the initial surfactant distribution

Because the transient amplification is correlated to
vanishing point ingo , we wanted to study further what e
fect would result by smoothing out the kink ingoj shown in
Fig. 7~a!. Choosing an initial concentration profile with
more gradual decline to zero would lend insight into t
dynamics of disturbance growth at the leading edge. An
ponential type decay provides a more gradual decline tha

FIG. 7. ~a! Comparison of the gradient in the base-state conc
tration profile,goj , for timest52.6 and 8.0. A spike develops i
the concentration profile, wheregoj undergoes a steep increase
zero. ~b! The Marangoni and capillary contributions to the bas
state surface velocity profile, along with their sum at timet52.6.
Note the negative surface velocity just ahead of the step profile
01630
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hyperbolic tangent function. We therefore examined the
havior of the system for an initial deposition profile of th
form

go~j,1!5moe24pj2
. ~25!

To directly compare the evolution behavior of this distrib
tion with the previous hyperbolic tangent form, it is impo
tant to maintain the same overall mass of surfactant dep
ited. A simple mass balance shows that this can be achie
with the choicemo52.0 in Eq.~25! for the previous choice
go

max50.5 andA510 in Eq.~8!.
Under the same conditions specified earlier, the expon

tial profile also produces large transient disturbance amp
cation and growth as shown in Fig. 8. In fact, the amplific
tion ratio with the exponential deposition profile
significantly larger than that achieved with the hyperbo
tangent distribution studied earlier. The normalized grow
rates are identical, however, and reproduce the genera
havior seen previously in Fig. 4~b!. This difference in ampli-
fication ratio is simply due to the larger kinetic energy inp
to the system initialized with the hyperbolic tangent distrib
tion. Since the amplification ratio was defined by normal
ing the momentary kinetic energy by its initial input valu
@see Eq.~19!#, the system with the tanh deposition profile h
a larger denominator throughout and therefore exhib
smaller disturbance intensification. As before, the dist
bances with the smaller wave number (K510) undergo
much stronger global amplification.

Comparison of the base-state velocity profiles for the
ponential or tanh concentration distribution~not shown! de-
picts no difference. The peak in the disturbance profiles o
again occurs at the point where the front of the advanc
shock in ho undergoes an inflection, which corresponds
the point wheregoj exhibits a kink as the concentration gr
dient rapidly increases from a negative value to zero. T
result verifies that smoothing the rate of decay of the ini
concentration profile by switching from a tanh to an exp
nential type distribution does not significantly dampen t
amplification experienced by disturbances, which localize
this sensitive region of the flow.

D. Effect of Pes

Decreasing Pes from 5000 to 100, leaving the initial con
centration profile and all other relevant variables fix
(go

max50.5, A510, jo50.5, B550, andC51025) further
smooths the height and concentration profile at the lead
edge. Shown in Fig. 9~a! is a comparison of the base-sta
gradient,goj , with the original tanh mass distribution fo
two values of Pes at time t52.6. Along with a smoother
shock front~not shown!, the kink in goj is completely re-
moved, leading to a strong decrease in the maximum dis
bance amplitude from'230 to 15.

E. Development of the surfactant distribution

What leads to the sharp kink ingoj as the base-state con
centration evolves and why is this region so sensitive to d
turbances, amplifying infinitesimal perturbations by over tw

-

-
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the amplification and growth of disturbances for two different initial surfactant concentration profiles~exponential
vs hyperbolic tangent decay! with disturbances centered atjs52.0. ~a! and ~b!: Amplification ratio for K510 andK525. ~c! and ~d!
Normalized rate of energy growth forK510 andK525.
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orders of magnitude? Returning to Fig. 9~a!, the kink for
Pes55000 att52.6 reflects the fact that the concentrati
gradient is fairly constant fromj51.0 to 1.5 and then sud
denly jumps to a lower value before completely dying aw
This sudden decrease implies that the base-state surfa
concentration undergoes a sudden decrease in slope a
downstream tip. Recall that the overall surface veloc
shown in Fig. 7~b! corresponding to this same position a
time achieves a smallnegativevalue just ahead ofj51.5.
This negative velocity is due to a capillary pressure at
leading edge that tends to force the fluid upstream. Dire
in front of this region, Marangoni and capillary mechanism
are trying to force fluid downstream. At the junction whe
the positive and negative surface velocities meet, surfac
has the propensity to buildup and thereby create the s
kink in the gradient profile. If the level of surface diffusion
increased, then both the height and concentration pro
smooth out at the leading edge. This lowers the capill
pressure at the front and significantly reduces the magni
of the negative surface velocity. Therefore, the buildup
surfactant does not occur and the kink in the gradien
significantly reduced. As a result, the transient growth is s
stantially diminished. It is well known that there exists
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singularity in the stress profile for the case where surf
diffusion is completely absent caused by the junction of t
surface profiles, one of which is stress laden~i.e., coated with
surfactant! and the other stress-free~i.e., surfactant-free!
@20,21#. The kink we have traced to the large transie
growth is not related to this singularity in the flow since
our simulations there is always surface diffusion present.

F. Surfactant equation of state

All of the results noted above were obtained with t
linear equation of states512G, wheres and G are the
dimensionless surface tension and surfactant concentra
respectively. We also studied the behavior of a spread
surfactant monolayer described by a nonlinear equation
state@22#:

s~G!5~b11!@11u~b!G#232b, ~26!

whereu(b)5@(b11)/b#1/321. A Taylor expansion of this
expression forb→` reproduces the linear equation of sta
used in deriving the dimensionless pair of Eqs.~1! and ~2!.
Small values ofb produce surfactant monolayers that a
9-9
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very surface active and therefore spread more rapidly al
the surface of the liquid film. We repeated similar calcu
tions as before and found the same qualitative behavior
transient amplification and growth as already described. D
turbances placed well ahead of the initial concentration
cay point get significantly amplified when the advanci
front meets and interacts with the applied perturbation.
these disturbances get convected behind the leading ed
the spreading film to the linear portion of the base-state c
centration profile, they rapidly dissipate in energy and a
plitude. Because monolayers with smaller values ofb are
more surface active, the monolayer spreads more rapidly
the overall residence time of a disturbance in the forw
part of the film is decreased. We observed a significant
duction in the amplification ratioG(t) for values ofb of
order one or less.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the evolution of linearized disturban
for a system consisting of a surfactant monolayer spread

FIG. 9. The effect of decreasing Pes on the transient amplifica
tion and growth of disturbances.~a! Base state concentration grad
ent at timet52.6 for Pes5100 and 5000.~b! Amplification ratio
for Pes5100 and 5000. Relevant parameter values areK510, js

52.0, andC51025. Note that the smaller value of Pes eliminates
the kink in goj which reduces the amplification ratio by a consi
erable amount.
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on a thin viscous film. Large transient growth is achieved
cases where both the gradient of the surfactant concentra
profile and the liquid height profile have time to develo
their characteristic kink and shock at the leading edge of
distribution profile. These structures are very sensitive to d
turbances and occur in the region of the spreading fi
where the base state achieves a change in the directio
surface velocity. This reversal of fluid motion is directly du
to the vanishing of the Marangoni force and the change
the capillary pressure at the advancing front. Conseque
surfactant and liquid will buildup at the monolayer edge c
ating the described behavior in the base states. Our stu
indicate that if the base-states have sufficient time to evo
a shock front before encountering the disturbance, the
turbation essentially rides the wave supplied by the thi
ened front of the advancing film. Once the disturbances
behind this advancing rim, they lose amplitude and ene
and quickly decay to zero. Disturbances initially plac
within the confines of the surfactant monolayer show little
no transient growth.

Leaving all relevant variables fixed and changing only t
surface Peclet number lends insight into the mechanism
sponsible for disturbance enhancement. Lower Peclet n
bers introduce stronger surface diffusion which smooths
kink in the concentration gradient profile as well as the a
vancing liquid shock. Once this region is smoothed, the a
plification is all but eliminated. Although these localized di
turbances are enhanced at the leading edge, they appe
dissipate before reaching the region of flow where the
served fingering occurs.

Preliminary results have shown that the application
more spatially extended disturbances capture two dist
characteristics of perturbation. Figure 10 shows an initiac
at t51 and its development at a later timet520 when
Pes55000, C51025 and K50. Upon application of this
global disturbance, two distinct regions appear inc. Far
downstream, a spike inc develops at the leading edge of th
monolayer. This appears to be the region characterized in
paper through the application of localized disturbanc
However, in the upstream portion of the flow, a second

FIG. 10. The evolution of a globalc at t51.0 andt520.0 for
Pes55000, C51025 andK50.
9-10
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gion of corrugations appear inc. This region of the distur-
bance bears a striking similarity to both the shape and lo
tion of the experimentally observed fingers. The analysis
this second region of the perturbations forms the basis of
next study.
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